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Abstract-This paper investigates the minimisation of the
computational
cost
of
providing
Immersive
Voice
Communication (IVC) for mobile clients attached to a
Distributed Virtual Environment (DVE). When experiencing
IVC, each listening avatar in the DVE, receives a mix of the
surrounding avatars’ voices, all rendered according to their
respective positions in the virtual world. We propose to deliver
our mobile IVC service using a type of server-based network
architecture to perform voice spatialisation function and mixing
for each mobile client. This model will minimise both the access
bandwidth and processing power requirements of the mobile
devices. We propose a model for computation reduction in
servers that re-uses the result of audio spatialisation for several
clients by allowing certain level of voice localisation error. Using
Linear Programming (LP), we have developed two optimisation
formulations to examine different scenarios of applying the
computation reduction scheme, with different avatar densities
and under varying rendering accuracy constraints. The insights
gained from our analytical results should benefit future IVC
service providers for mobile DVE.
Keywords: Virtual Environments for Entertainment, Wireless
and Mobile Gaming, Mobile and Wireless Entertainment

I.

INTRODUCTION
In recent time, the delivery of networked voice
communication services in Distributed Virtual Environment
(DVE) has attracted much research interest [1] [2] [3]. DVE is
also known as Networked Virtual Environment (NVE) or
Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVE). A DVE is a
virtual environment which is distributed over a common
underlying network [1]. Each DVE user is represented by an
avatar in the virtual world. One typical example of DVE is
Multi-player Online Games (MOG) such as Lineage II which
had 2.1 million subscribers in January, 2005 [4]. In a DVE,
multiple users concurrently explore the virtual world which is
often represented as high quality visual scenes on the users’
computers. However, close interactions and co-operations
among avatars are likely to require multi-party voice
communication. Hence a multipoint-to-multipoint Immersive
Voice Communication (IVC) system could be considered very
useful for a DVE. The IVC system aims to create a
personalised auditory scene for each listening avatar
comprised of all the speaking avatar voices within its hearing
range, each rendered with cues for their respective direction
and distance. In many cases, a DVE needs to cater for the
concurrent accesses of a large number of avatars and the
distribution of avatars can be quite dense. More importantly,
the DVE avatars can be very close in the virtual space but yet
spread over a large geographical scale in the physical world. It
is therefore important for IVC system to achieve a good
1-4244-0086-4/05/$20.00 ©2005 IEEE.

balance between its rendering quality and scalability. Two
important constraints that a scalable IVC system must satisfy
are the limited access bandwidth of the client devices and the
scarce local computational resources on these devices.
One special class of DVE is mobile DVE in which users
access the virtual environment using handheld wireless
devices such as mobile gaming platforms exemplified by the
SONY PSP and Nintendo DS systems. We refer to our IVC
service in mobile DVEs as a Mobile Immersive
Communication Environment (MICE). For mobile devices, the
two aforementioned scalability constraints become more
stringent. This is due to the challenges in incorporating high
speed processing technologies into compact mobile platforms
and the scarce transmission bandwidth in wireless networks.
Furthermore, mobile platforms are constrained by their battery
power supplies which limit the duration and complexity of the
on-board processing operations. Finally, the user access
platforms in MICE often require portable voice playback
mechanism such as headsets. In order to minimise the
computational load on the mobile client platforms in MICE,
we propose a server-based architecture in which, auditory
scene creations are carried out centrally at the servers within
the fixed infrastructure by the service provider. We propose to
use the Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF) localisation
technique. The term localisation here refers to defining the
direction of avatar voices in 3-D space. HRTF localisation
uses portable binaural headphones for final voice playback [5].
Our architecture offers much better access bandwidth
efficiency than the peer-to-peer architecture reviewed in [1].
Each user in our architecture sends a single mono stream to
the corresponding server. Due to the use of HRTF localisation,
servers in our architecture only need to send two mixed
rendered streams (left and right channels [5]) to each client for
final playback. In our current work, we have simulated MICE
over a centralised server architecture as described in [1].
II.

OVERVIEW OF MICE

A. Auditory Scene Creation for MICE
The auditory scene creation process for MICE consists of
two stages. In the first stage, the voice of each speaking avatar
is localised (having its direction defined by HRTF
localisation) for the respective virtual world positions of all
the listening avatars within the corresponding audible range.
In the second stage of auditory scene creation, the rendered
streams of all the speaking avatars in the hearing range of each
listening avatar are distance-weighted and mixed together for
final playback. Due to the aforementioned computational
power constraint, the distance-weighting operation uses simple
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amplitude weighting according to the inverse square law of
sound propagation through free-space. However, sophisticated
models of sound reflections and reverberations [6] can be
incorporated into our IVC system if processing resources are
available. In the mixing operation, the distance-weighted and
rendered streams are linearly mixed. All the left channel
streams are mixed into one final left channel stream and
similarly all the right channel streams into one final right
channel stream. Fig. 1 illustrates the creation of the auditory
scene for listening avatar L1 through mixing the distanceweighted rendered streams of four speaking avatar voices (S1S4).

Fig. 1 The “brute force” approach to auditory scene creation

B. Distance-governed Computation Reduction
Fig. 1 illustrates the “brute force” approach of creating
MICE where the voice of each speaking avatar is rendered by
HRTF localisation according to the exact positions of all the
surrounding listening avatars. Due to the high computational
cost of HRTF localisation [5], such “brute force” approach of
creating MICE can be prohibitively expensive especially when
the avatar distribution is dense. It is hence important to
develop effective techniques to reduce the computational cost
incurred by voice rendering using HRTF localisation. The
distance-governed computation reduction scheme algorithms
proposed here seek to minimise the number of HRTF
localisations required for a particular MICE.
Let Si denote any given speaking avatar where 1 ≤ i ≤ B (B
denotes the total number of speaking avatars in a MICE). Let
Lj denote any given listening avatar where 1 ≤ j ≤ A (A
denotes the total number of listening avatars in a MICE). We
define avatar density as the average number of speaking
avatars in the hearing range of a given listening avatar. In our
work, we use the term directional vector to refer to the
rendered voice of a particular speaking avatar along a
particular direction with the position of the speaking avatar at
the origin (0, 0). Let N denote the maximum number of
possible directional vectors around a particular speaking
avatar Si. We initially set N to cover all 360 degrees on a 2-D
plane around a particular speaking avatar. However N can be
decreased if a coarser granularity in localisation is acceptable.
We use v ik to denote a particular directional vector for the ith

speaking avatar in direction k, where 1 ≤ k ≤ N . For example,
the directional vector v1220 shown in Fig. 2, is the voice of the
speaking avatar S1 rendered along 220 degrees, with S1 at the
(0,0).

The number of HRTF localisations within a MICE, equals
to the number of directional vectors computed. Thus
computational cost reduction is achieved through minimising
the number of directional vectors. Fig. 2 illustrates such
computational cost reduction process through the example of
two listening avatars L1 and L2 sharing the rendering results of
the directional vector v1220 . Instead of localising the voice of S1
exactly according to the respective positions of L1 and L2, the
directional vector v1220 is distance weighted to the positions of
L1 and L2. Perceptually, L1 hears the voice of S1 as emanating
from the phantom position S1’ which deviates from the exact
position of S1 by βs. Similarly, L2 hears S1 as coming from S1’’
with the angular deviation of αs. Such computational sharing is
permitted because the two listening avatars both have an
angular deviation to v1220 which is within the corresponding
pre-defined thresholds called acceptable angular errors. We
use εij to denote the acceptable angular error of a listening
avatar Lj with respect to a speaking avatar Si. This concept of
acceptable angular error was first proposed in [7]. Our
computation reduction scheme is distance-governed in the
sense that we assume that the acceptable angular error value
for a particular listening avatar is determined by its distance to
the corresponding speaking avatar. In the example shown by
Fig. 2, the acceptable angular error of L2 (ε12) is smaller than
that for L1 (ε11) because L2 is closer to S1 than L1.

Fig. 2. Computation reduction for one instance of listening avatar

Fig. 3 shows one possible linear model of varying the
acceptable angular error value for a given listening avatar
over its distance to a given speaking avatar. This linear
relationship is bounded by a maximal value denoted by εmax
and a minimal value εmin. It must be noted that although the
upper bound εmax is set to a large value, but it only occurs for
the few listening avatars which are on the edge of the audible
range of a given speaking avatar.
It is not the intended purpose of this work to ascertain a
definite acceptable angular error value for the virtual world
or the exact model of how acceptable angular error would
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vary. We have run our simulations over a range of acceptable
angular error values. It is worth noting that the acceptable
angular error values we used here are more conservative (thus
offering higher rendering accuracy) than in [7] which uses the
values of εmin = 15o and εmax =45o. Preliminary game trials
described in [7] show reasonable perceptual acceptance of the
distance-governed acceptable angular error concept. Future
trials are planned to investigate users’ reactions to voice
quality over varying system parameters including different
acceptable angular error values.

each directional vector. In LP1, we have used only one
compact type of HRTF filter with a fixed cost of C equal to
128 [5].
Known variables:
Let θ ijk denote the precomputed angular deviation between a
listening avatar L j and a possible directional vector vik , with
respect to a particular speaking avatar Si.
aij is 1 if Lj can hear Si, 0 otherwise.
t ijk is 1if Lj can hear Si and θ ijk ≤ ε ij , 0 otherwise
Decision variable:
xik is 1 if the directional vector along angle k is created for Si,
0 otherwise.
(1)
Objective Function Minimise:

LP1 =

B

N

i =1

k =1

∑∑ Cx

k
i

(2)

Subject to:
N

Fig. 3. The linear model of varying Acceptable Angular Error with
distance

C. Model of the Virtual World used for MICE
In our simulations, the virtual world is modelled as a
square area of certain size, in which avatars are distributed
according to a uniform distribution. By varying the density of
avatar distribution, different types of virtual world grouping
behaviour can be simulated. A dense avatar population
simulates crowds of users at places such as sporting stadiums
and market places. A sparse avatar population simulates loners
which are users separated by large distance and have little
interactions between themselves. In this work, we analyse our
distance-governed computation reduction scheme for a MICE
supporting 900 avatars. Our analysis herein is conducted at a
particular time instant. However, an important issue to be
addressed in our future work for MICE, is to deliver MICE in
a manner that can cope with avatar dynamics, for instance, the
avatar movements in the virtual world and the joining/leaving
of the virtual world by avatars. The size of the virtual world
area was varied to change the density of our avatar population.
We also assume all the avatars can hear but only half of them
are speaking at any given time with a fixed audible range of 30
m.
III.

THE VECTOR NUMBER MINIMISATION MODEL

The vector number minimisation model (LP1) finds for
each speaking avatar, the minimal number of directional
vectors needed to ensure that all the surrounding listening
avatars can hear the speaking avatar voice within their
respective acceptable angular error constraints. The Head
Related Transfer Function (HRTF) is measured and stored as
the Head Related Impulse Response (HRIR) which is the time
domain representation of HRTF. HRIRs are often referred to
as the HRTF filters. For each defined directional vector, two
corresponding HRTF filters (for left and right ears
respectively) are retrieved from a pre-built database [5] and
then convolved (binaural synthesis) separately with the
original sound source to create the left and right channel
signals of that directional vector. Consequently, the length of
the HRTF filter used determines the complexity of computing

∑t x
k
ij

k
i

≥ aij ∀i, j

(3)

k =1

xik ∈ {0,1} ∀i, k
(4)
In LP1, constraint (3) ensures that for each listening avatar
in the audible range of each speaking avatar, there exits at
least one directional vector that is within the appropriate
acceptable angular error constraint. LP1 is a pure integer
linear programming problem [9] but it is decomposable on a
per speaking avatar basis. Such decomposability stems from
the fact that the speaking avatars are all independent of each
other in terms of how computation reductions are carried out
for their respective groups of surrounding listening avatars.
The size of LP1 is rather small on a per speaking avatar basis.
The pre-processing operation can find a subset of directional
vectors that will be used for a particular speaking avatar. This
means the number of decision variables is equal to or less than
N (the total number of possible directional vectors around
each speaking avatar). The number of constraints equals to the
number of listening avatars that can hear a particular speaking
avatar. On average, this number is given by the avatar density
of the virtual world.

A. The Effect of Varying Acceptable Angular Error Values
on Computation Reduction
In our analytical results, the computational reductions
achieved by our models are measured as a percentage
reduction (computational percentage reduction) against the
benchmark cost set by the “brute force” approach of providing
MICE, where the voice of each speaking avatar is rendered
according to the exact positions of all the surrounding
listening avatars. At a given distance, the value of acceptable
angular error depends on the maximal value εmax. Hence for
the horizontal scale of Fig. 4, we can use εmax values to
represent variations in the acceptable angular error constraint.
Fig.4 shows that the computational percentage reduction
increases with rising εmax values, for both avatar densities of 10
and the higher density of 25. This is because, with respect to a
particular speaking avatar, a larger acceptable angular error
value allows the surrounding listening avatars to share the
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rendering results of fewer directional vectors than if a smaller
acceptable angular error is applied. However, the rate of
increase in the computational percentage reduction gradually
slows down with the rise of acceptable angular error for both
avatar densities studied. This effect is more evident when both
avatar densities and acceptable angular error are higher. For
instance, at density of 25 and for the εmax values from 30o to
45o, the computational percentage reduction increases at 2%
or lower per 5o increase in εmax. This observation is due to the
fact that at higher avatar densities, there are more listening
avatars around each speaking avatar and the angular
separations between adjacent listening avatars are smaller.
This leads to more cases of computational sharing among
adjacent listening avatars. Consequently, large computational
percentage reductions can already be achieved with a small
acceptable angular error constraint imposed, leaving little
room for improvement through relaxing the acceptable
angular error constraint.
B. The Effect of Varying Density on Computation Reduction
Fig. 5 shows the computational percentage reduction over
increasing avatar density for a set of five εmax values between
5o and 45o. The trend observed is that, at a given εmax,
computational percentage reduction increases with rising
avatar densities. This is due to the reason given in 3.1 of
Section 3 that as density rises, there are more cases of
computational sharing among the listening avatars around
each speaking avatar. Moreover, the trends observed on Fig. 4
can be seen again in Fig. 5. The gaps between the curves on
Fig. 5 indicate the improvements in computational percentage
reduction brought by relaxing the acceptable angular error
constraint. On the other hand, the inter-curve gap reduces
steadily from one pair of curves to the next, agreeing with the
previous finding that the rate of increase in computational
percentage reduction gradually slows down with the rise of
acceptable angular error. In Fig. 5, this effect is more evident
at higher avatar densities as previously found on Fig. 4.
IV. The Multi-filter Cost Minimisation Model
In LP1, due to the use of one type of fixed-cost HRTF
filter, computational cost reduction is achieved solely through
the minimisation of the number of directional vectors
computed. However, according to the state of art research
results in the field of HRTF localisation [8], there is a range of
HRTF filters we can employ with a varying range of rendering
accuracies and computational complexities. Hence, in the
multi-filter cost minimisation model (LP2), we divide the
audible zone around each speaking avatar into two sub-zones.
The first sub-zone is called the interactive zone which
encompasses the listening avatars which are very close to the
speaking avatar. The interactive zone listening avatars receive
directional vectors rendered using high quality HRTF filters
(assume to be C the same as LP1 for simplicity). The second
sub-zone, i.e. the background zone encompasses the listening
avatars situated outside the interactive zone. The background
zone listening avatars receive directional vectors rendered
using low quality HRTF filters (cost represented by C1 set to
be 12, equals to one eleventh of C [8]). In our analytic work,
the radius of the interactive zones in LP2 was initially set to

5m. This radius was later varied in our analytical work to
study the effect of such changes. LP2 seeks to improve further
on the computational saving achieved by LP1 through finding
the optimised mix of the low quality and high quality
directional vectors.
Known variables:
eij is 1 if Lj is in the interactive zone of Si , 0 otherwise.
fij is 1 if Lj in the background zone of Si, 0 otherwise.
Decision Variables:
k
x1 i is 1 if the directional vector at angle k is created using the
high quality HRTF filter, 0 otherwise.
(5)
k
x 2 i is 1 if the directional vector at angle k is created using the
low quality HRTF filter, 0 otherwise.
(6)
yik is 1 if the directional vector at angle k is created using
either the high quality or the low quality HRTF filters , 0
otherwise.
(7)
Objective Function Minimise:
B

N

∑∑
i =1

B

k

Cx1 i +

k =1

N

∑∑ C x
1

i =1

k

2i

(8)

k =1

Subject To:
N

∑x

k

1i

≥ eij ∀i , j

(9)

≥ f ij ∀i , j

(10)

k =1
N

∑y

k
i

k =1

k

k

y ik = x1i + x 2 i ∀i, k

(11)

x1 i , x 2 i , y ∈ {0,1} ∀i , k
(12)
In LP2, constraint (9) ensure that for each listening avatar
in the interactive zone of each speaking avatar, there exists at
lease one directional vector created with high accuracy filter
that is within the corresponding acceptable angular error
constraint. Constraint (10) ensures the all the listening avatars
in the background zones of speaking avatars have at least one
directional vector (high or low accuracy) within acceptable
angular error. Constraint (11) states that the same directional
vector can not be duplicated in the interactive zone and the
background zone of a given speaking avatar. Note this
formulation can also be extended to allow the use of more than
two types of filters. Although similar to LP1, LP2 is still
decomposable with respect to each speaking avatar and has
reasonable computational scalability; LP2 is computationally
more complex than LP1 with more binary decision variables
and constraints.
k

k

k
i

Due to the space limitation and for clarity of illustrations, we
have only shown in Fig. 6, the ratio difference in
computational percentage reduction between LP1 and LP2
when εmax is 35 degrees. All the three curves are above the
ratio of 1 indicating that LP2 consistently outperforms LP1 in
computational cost reduction for the three interactive zone
radiuses of 5 to 15 m. The extent of this improvement by LP2
over LP1 reduces with increase in the interactive zone radius
used. Decreasing the interactive zone radius allows more
avatars to be rendered with the low quality but
computationally efficient HRTF filter and results in lower
computational cost overall than that achieved by LP1.
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Fig. 5 The effect of avatar density on
computation reduction

Furthermore, for both the interactive zone radii of 5 and 10 m,
the ratio difference between LP1 and LP2 decreases with
rising avatar densities. This is due to the fact that as found on
Fig. 5 previously, at high avatar densities, large computational
percentage reductions can already be achieved by LP1, leaving
little room for improvement through the use of LP2.
V. RELATED WORK
None of the prior art systems reviewed thus far are scalable
enough to support true Immersive Voice Communication
(IVC) for a mobile Distributed Virtual Environment (DVE),
especially when the number of avatars is large and or the
distribution of avatars is highly dense. There are some high
fidelity immersive audio rendering systems such as that
described in [10] which can render multiple sound sources but
not on a distributed basis for multipoint-to-multipoint IVC.
Such systems often attempt to simulate sophisticated room
acoustical effects which are too computationally expensive to
be applied for a networked virtual environment [10]. On the
other hand, the current networked voice communication
systems are either text-based [11] or simple mono Voice over
IP (VoIP) applications [12], neither of which can really
provide truly immersive communications.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose two optimisation models to
minimise the computational cost of providing a Mobile
Immersive Communication Environment (MICE) while
satisfying the rendering accuracy constraint imposed by the
appropriate acceptable angular error values. LP1 minimises
the computational cost of MICE through finding the minimal
number of rendering operations (a minimal set of directional
vectors) required to ensure that each instance of Listening
Avatar in a particular MICE, is rendered within the
corresponding acceptable angular error constraint. LP2
explores the possibility of using different types of HRTF
filters to further reduce the computational cost of MICE from
that achieved by LP1. Our analytical results examined the
effect of various factors on the computational reductions
achieved by our optimisation models. These factors include,

C/C1 = 11
Max Acceptable Angular Error = 35

0.2

0

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Avatar Densities (number of avatars per hearing zone)

Fig. 6 The effect of avatar densities and
interactive zone radius on LP2 performance

the acceptable angular error values chosen, the type of HRTF
filters used, and avatar densities among others. The two
optimisation models proposed are decomposable and offer
reasonable real-time performance. Hence they can be applied
in real-time to significantly reduce the computational cost of
providing a MICE system. Such low computational cost
coupled with its bandwidth efficient server-based delivery
architecture, provides a scalable IVC service for mobile DVE.
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